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Last week our theme was remembering the history of our land in a new way, inclusive of those 

who were often excluded from the history we were taught.  Today I ask you to consider your more 

personal memories.  Are any of them keeping you from seeing something you hadn’t seen before?  Are 

any of them interfering with your ability to act in your own best interests in the world?  Are any of them 

just not making sense anymore?   Are any of them helping you along your way? 

 To do as the young man from our Whistle Stop sharing today said to, “Enjoy life as much as you 

can. (because) It doesn’t happen forever,” it may be we need to consider our memories and whether 

they are helping or hindering us. If the time comes when I no longer have control over my memories, if 

the time comes when I may occasionally live in the past, I hope that I have done what I needed to do 

with my memories now to make that part of my life as happy as it can be, so that I may “Enjoy life as 

much as I can since it doesn’t happen forever.” 

American-Canadian novelist John Irving said, “Our memory is a monster; you forget - it doesn't. 

It simply files things away. It keeps things for you or hides things from you - and summons them to your 

recall with a will of its own. You think you have a memory; but it has you!”  Sometimes we know what 

we know and cannot be convinced that things might be different than what we believe.  Way back in the 

1980s I had just begun serving as assistant minister at a United Methodist Church.  My first visit to one 

of the church members in a nursing home was just at a change of shift.  I introduced myself as the new 

minister and the nurse coming in introduced himself, but the church member did not understand and 

could not seem to do so no matter how much we tried..  I could not be the minister.  He could not be 

the nurse.  Ministers were men.  Nurses were women. A trick of the memory, her mind struggled to 

accept a reality different from what memory told her she knew.  None of us can become truly anti-racist 

or a true lgbtq ally or even a fully liberated woman without undoing some of the memories our culture 

has ingrained in our skulls.  Sometimes we must undo old memories to allow in new truths. 

19th century American Roman Catholic bishop, John Lancaster Spalding said, “As memory may 

be a paradise from which we cannot be driven, it may also be a hell from which we cannot escape.” 

Becoming a minister meant that between college, seminary, and denominational requirements I kept 

having to stand before and be examined by gray haired white men wearing suits.  Regularly those men 

got to me.  I would leave those examinations upset and flustered.  After years of counseling, one day it 

occurred to me that the men of my childhood were generally young, dark haired, blue collared workers.  

The only gray-haired white man in a suit of my childhood was my grandfather.  Somewhere in my very 

young childhood he had had what they then called a nervous breakdown.  We children were taught to 

be quiet around him and not do anything that might upset him.  Somehow, I imbibed the idea that if I 

upset my grandfather, I might harm him or even kill him. This was not a good idea, not a good memory, 

to transfer to all gray-haired white men in suits when the place I was most likely to meet them was in a 

setting where they were asking me questions, and I knew my answers were not always the ones they 

wanted to hear because I sometimes disagreed with what I knew they thought. Eventually being able to 

say to myself, “These men are not my grandfather, and I cannot kill anyone by disagreeing with them or 



making them upset,” did help me.  I have to laugh at myself.  Most people in our culture think of grey-

haired white men in suits as powerful people, and I thought I could kill them with my words. A trick of 

memory, I was flummoxed in settings where I needed to be at my best by a memory of one man made 

to stand in for others.   

 The French novelist and essayist Marcel Proust wrote, “Remembrance of things past is not 

necessarily the remembrance of things as they were.”  Sometimes it is only when we are given an 

alternative narrative that we realize some memory we struggled with can be reclaimed in a new way. 

 For all my childhood I went each Sunday morning and sometimes Sunday evenings and 
Wednesday nights to Kochenderfer’s Evangelical United Brethren, then united Methodist Church.  In 
front of the sanctuary upstairs and in front of the chapel downstairs their stood tables.  There were 
words carved into the front of those tables, “Do This in Remembrance of Me”  
 
 For all of my childhood and teen-age years I thought those words meant drink the grape juice, 
(It was always Welch’s grape juice not wine at Kochenderfer’s), eat the bread in remembrance of Jesus’ 
dying.  I was taught that he died for my sins, some kind of ritual sacrifice to a God that required blood 
and so gave his own.  I didn’t ponder the sense of it back then, but as I grew, I realized it didn’t make 
sense to me.  Why would a loving God require a blood sacrifice? 
 
 Then I reached seminary and read these words from New Testament scholar Norman Perrin, 
Within Palestinian Judaism there were three groups of sinners; 1) Jews who could turn to their heavenly 
Father in penitence and hope, 2) Gentiles for whom hope was dubious, and 3) Jews who made 
themselves like Gentiles for whom penitence was just about impossible. Palestinian Judaism was 
confronted by a crisis in Jesus’ proclaiming forgiveness to the third group, tax collectors, prostitutes, and 
sinners.  Jesus’ table fellowship with these, says Perrin, was an acted parable.  This aspect of his ministry 
was most meaningful to his followers and most offensive to his critics.  Perrin says that the early 
Christian communal meal was a continuation of a regular practice of Jesus’ ministry.  “The central 
feature of the message of Jesus is, then, the challenge of the forgiveness of sins and the offer of the 
possibility of a new kind of relationship with God and with one’s fellow(s)…. This was symbolized by a 
table fellowship which celebrated the present joy and anticipated the future consummation; a table 
fellowship of such gladness that it survived the crucifixion and provided the focal point for the 
community life of the early Christians and was the most direct link between that community and the 
pre-Easter fellowship of Jesus and his disciples,” Perrin, Rediscovering the Teachings of Jesus.  
 
 “Do This in Remembrance of Me.”  Remembering an acted parable of inclusion, forgiveness and 

acceptance made a whole lot more sense to me than remembering the cross as a blood sacrifice to a 

God who required such.  “Do This in Remembrance of Me.”  If I receive communion today, no matter the 

words, I see the act in a new way, a different way than I did in my childhood. A trick of the memory, a 

new understanding has given a different meaning to something I have known from childhood. 

 And a final trick of memory or perhaps not a trick.  I have not decided for myself and am content 

not to do so.  A fair number of people have told me of seeing a loved one after they had died.  These 

were usually described to me as the loved one offering some type of comfort to the bereaved.  In the 

situations shared with me this was usually a one-on-one encounter, but certainly a wide variety of 

human cultures make a practice of honoring ancestors and calling upon them for help or guidance; 

Native American, Asian, African, pre-Christian European, modern-day pagans. Here is a prayer from 

someone who goes by the title Afromystic, “My uplifted Ancestors, guides, fierce protectors and skilled 



healers, please stand with me. Be with me in this moment and guide me along my road with a cool head 

and a clear mind. I am root of your root, soil of your soil, bone of your bone, and blood of your blood. 

Not deaf to our sincere cries nor blind to our honest placations, keep the gifts of perfect health, wealth 

and prosperity close so that we may honor and grow your legacy. I have not forgotten my commitment 

to our lineage, and I vow to never forget. Thank you. Asé,” A Veneration Prayer to Invoke the Ancestral 

Spirits — The AfroMystic.  Are our dead gone or are they with us still?  Is there presence with us real or a 

trick of the memory?   And, does it matter? 

 Consider your memories.  Are any of them keeping you from seeing something you hadn’t seen 

before?  Are any of them interfering with your ability to act in your own best interests in the world?  Are 

any of them just not making sense anymore?   Are any of them helping you along your way? 

 The time may come in our lives when we are no longer able to alter or control our memories.  It 

behooves us then to consider them while we can and make any adjustments we wish to now so that 

even should we someday live in our past it will be enjoyable. “Enjoy life as much as you can. It doesn’t 

happen forever.” 

 Canadian academic and environmental activist David Suzuki said, “The future doesn't exist. The 

only thing that exists is now and our memory of what happened in the past. But because we invented 

the idea of a future, we're the only animal that realized we can affect the future by what we do today.”  

May we know what we need to do with today and with our memories of yesterday so that we and 

others may fully enjoy life in the future.  Shalom. Salam. Namaste. Amen. Ashe.  Peace.  
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